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Limits of Liability / Disclaimer of Warranty: The 
authors of this information and the accompanying 

materials have used their best efforts in preparing this 
course. The authors make no representation or 

warranties with respect to the accuracy, applicability, 
fitness, or completeness of the contents of this 

course. They disclaim any warranties (expressed or 
implied), merchantability, or fitness for any particular 
purpose. The authors shall in no event be held liable 

for any loss or other damages, including but not 
limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other 

damages. 
 

This manual contains information protected under 
International Federal Copyright laws and Treaties. 
Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is 

strictly prohibited. We actively search for copyright 
infringement and you will be prosecuted 
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Introduction 

 
Hey Guys! 
 
First off I just wanted to say a BIG thanks again for trusting 
me with helping you drastically improve your soccer skills 
and ability. 
 
I decided to make this Epic Soccer Training Workbook 
because I wanted the course to be more specific and as 
step-by-step as possible, so here it is! 
 
However, with that being said remember that not everyone 
who made the great decision to get this course is at the 
same skill level, so while this is a basic guideline, you may 
want to tweak it a bit if you are more of an advanced player, 
or slow it down if things just aren’t clicking for you yet. But 
I’ll explain that later on don’t worry! 
 
But one thing is for certain:  
 
When you make your mind up right now to go through 
this and not cut corners then I can guarantee you that you 
will be light years ahead of where you were previously. 
 
So like I said, if you want to get great at something, don’t 
cut corners! You have to really stay focused on giving it your 
all and you will succeed. 
 
And like I say in every book I write, product I create for you, 
or every talk that I give on determination and drive I want 
you to remember this quote… 
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There is one commonality amongst athletes that have 
succeeded that I want to share with you and that is, “They 
NEVER quit!”  
 
And that is the reason for all their success in not only soccer 
but also in life. 
 
Here’s another great quote to remember... 
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This course is going to help you succeed and reach those 
goals that you want to achieve. 
 
But there is one more thing we need to cover to make sure 
you are wildly successful at this and that is you have to stay 
consistent! 
 
This course is not designed to overwork you. 
 
This Epic Soccer Training System is not designed to burn 
you out. There’s enough breaks involved and days to rest 
that it won’t kill you but it will still push your limits. 
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This course builds on each other every week and we do it in 
a specific order so that your body will be building effectively 
and maximizing the time you’re training. 
 
So go in order! I can’t stress that enough. 
 
I know some of you will be more advanced but I can’t stress 
enough that doing even the simple exercises are going to be 
important so take it from somebody who did them all the 
time, they work for a reason. 
 
But be creative. I give you all the tools you need but if you 
feel like mixing it up then by all means go for it. This more 
applies to Module 3 and 4, again which I’ll explain. 
 
It’s my personal goal as your trainer to help you get to the 
point where you are shocked at how far you’ve come as a 
soccer player.  
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That just takes the right initiative, and GREAT NEWS…you 
already did that by wisely investing in this course and in me! 
 
So now I want you to discover your true potential for playing 
soccer. So stay with it, stay consistent, and if you do that 
then you will hands down be so far ahead of where you were 
it’ll astonish you.  
 
Lastly, you want to remember that your opponents or 
maybe even a teammate you are trying to beat out for the 
same position are out there training too. But they don’t have 
access to all this information right now, so you have the 
edge! 
 
So their potential is going to be limited but you are going to 
have those extra gears that will excel you above the rest of 
the competition. 
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I hope you’re excited because I love teaching this stuff so 
let’s get started! 
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Module 1 Training – The Rock 
 

Hey Guys and welcome to Week 1, Module 1 of the Epic 
Soccer Training Workbook. First off, Congratulations for 
being here! 
 
I realize not everyone has the same amount of free time to 
go out and train 5 days a week but there is some of you that 
might and some of you that find 1 or 2 days is all you can 
manage and that’s fine. 
 
I put this together in terms of weeks and settled on 
making 3 workouts a week for you to do just to 
average it out. 
 
However, if you have the ability to workout 5 days a week 
and are really driven to do so then feel free to pick an extra 
previous workout during that week like for instance Monday 
(or Day 1 as it may be labeled) and redo that later in the 
week. 
 
Remember that Module 1 titled “The Rock” is designed to 
get you lots of touches on the ball and give you that rock 
solid foundation. Something many people miss when playing 
soccer, especially in the United States. 
 
This is one of the reasons why you see Brazilian & Dutch 
players have incredible touches at a very early age. 
 
They are taught these techniques at a very young age and 
consistently do them throughout their career. 
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Week 1 – Day 1 (Monday) 

 
1. Warming Up To Train (click for video) – 10 minutes  
 
A great rule of thumb for warming up is to work up a sweat 
before stretching. This assures that your muscles have been 
working hard enough but not over worked, so that you can 
begin to stretch them out. 
 
Make sure when you play soccer that most of your warming 
up involves dribbling the ball as well.  
 
Remember use both right and left feet. 
 
2. Soccer Stretching Exercises (click for video) – 10 minutes 
 
Stretching has been proven to help your muscles fire off 
your fast twitch muscle fibers, meaning that the more 
flexible your body is the faster your muscles will work.  
 
This is something that is incredibly important when it comes 
to running fast, having better footwork, and shooting the 
ball harder as well as more accurate. 
 
Take your time to do this. 
 
I’d rather have you take longer to stretch than not enough 
time. 
 
TIP: Keep in mind that it may take you a couple more 
minutes to get a proper stretch in but it may take you a 
month or so to heal from an injury that could have been 
prevented through proper stretching. 
 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
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Do each stretch for 15-20 seconds each. In the case of 
quads since you have a quad on each leg, the stretch should 
be a good 15-20 seconds each leg.  
 
So the entire stretch will be 30-40 seconds total. 
 

Remember to do these major stretches: 
 

(You may need to re-watch the video a couple times  
to remember the stretches properly) 

 
Neck (neck rolls) 
 
Quads (pull your leg back towards your butt and hold) 
 
Hamstring (put your legs straight out wide and lean you’re 
your body towards your knee or one leg then switch. 
 
Groin Stretch (the butterfly) 
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Back Stretch (one leg out in front the other is crossed over 
and twist backwards) 
 
Upper Hamstring/Gluts (same position as back stretch 
but pull your leg towards your body 
 
Groin/Hip Flexor – (the frog exercise)  
 
Upper Calves – one leg out and reach with your hand then 
switch 
 
Lower Calves – standing calf stretch 
 
Next we want to move onto doing more dynamic ball 
exercises to get you lots of touches on the ball. Make sure 
you don’t take a rest too long in between these.  
 
In fact, if you can do them right consecutively one after the 
other then that’s perfect. 
 
3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

7.  Soccer Dribbling Fundamentals (3-4 minutes)  

For the soccer dribbling fundamentals I want you to spend 
some time learning the form but also doing speed dribbling. 

This means I want you to start off by maybe doing 20-yard 
speed dribbles, hit the cone and come back. Then give 
yourself a 30 second rest. 

Work on left leg only, right leg only, and both legs too! 

If you are more advanced or you want to really push 
yourself to getting in shape and easy way to adapt this is to 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-dribbling-fundamentals/
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make the speed dribbles 40 yards apart, or even half the 
field. 

But what we are working on here is not only helping you 
stay in shape, and getting touches, but maximizing interval 
training which is what soccer is all about. You sprint, then 
you have a short rest and sprint again.  

This is the fastest way to get in shape. 

8. Soccer Dribbling Cone Drill (3-4 minutes) 

Remember: Work on left leg only, right leg only, and 
both legs too! 

9.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes)  

 

 

 

Hydration in soccer is so important because you are losing 
so much water intake that you need to replenish some of it 
back so you don’t get muscle cramps.  

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-dribbling-cone-drill/
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The one thing however is don’t drink too much or you will 
get those stomach cramps. A few big sips should be just 
enough to help your body out. 

I go into a lot more details in my nutrition guide so you 
definitely should read that as well to give you some great 
tips on pre-game meals, halftime drinks to have etc. 

10. Soccer Cone Drill – Exaggerated Slalom (3-4 minutes) 

I love doing the dribbling cone drills after the speed dribbling 
fundamentals because again it’s more of a rest drill because 
it’s slower so it’s helping you drastically get in shape even if 
you don’t realize it.  

11. Soccer Cone Drill – Shielding (3-4 minutes)  

Next, we want to begin incorporating some moves into your 
repertoire or bag of tricks but I want to start with the basics. 

NOTE: If you are more advanced feel free to check out all 
those moves in Modules 3 and 4. Do whichever ones you 
would like to learn in these spots. 

Remember to be creative and feel free to adapt this 
workbook to your skill level. Maybe you want to learn to do 
turning stepover, double scissors, feignting etc. 

Put those moves you want in these spots and give yourself 
some time to go slow and learn them then work up to game 
speed. 

12. Epic Soccer Move – The Outside Chop (2-3 minutes) 

13. Epic Soccer Move – The Inside Chop (2-3 minutes) 

Lastly, we want to really begin working on training your feet 
to feel comfortable not only on the sides and top of the ball 
which we can do through our dynamic touch drills, but not 
dealing with the bottom of the ball, which we learn through 
juggling. 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drill-exaggerated-slalom/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drill-shielding/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-soccer-moves-the-outside-chop/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-soccer-moves-the-inside-chop/
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Juggling will help you learn quite a few things 
simultaneously whether you realize it or not. 

It will help you to master your first touch, increase your 
ability and timing with half and full volleys, and help you to 
drastically improve your ability to trap a ball exactly where 
you need it to land. 

 

 

 

14.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 

I personally love to juggle and love learning new tricks to do 
so. Partially, because I loved impressing people with my 
soccer ability and you will be able to also, but secondly 
because mastering juggling means you are mastering the 
ball. 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
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This is why I usually add juggling to warm ups as well but 
for a warm down it can be one of the best things you can do 
for training but almost nobody realizes this. 

I was known on literally every team I played for as Mr. 
Clutch.  
 
Meaning if the game was on the line, I was always the one 
to score to tie it up or win the game. Literally, I scored a 
goal with 3.2 seconds left to tie the game up against our 
State Rivals in the Florida State Championship game, where 
we went on to win in overtime. 
 
The following year I scored not only the tying goal when the 
game was winding down but also the one in sudden death 
overtime to help us win our 2nd State Championship title in a 
row. 
 
While there were a lot of factors that I attribute to this like 
being in the best shape which we will help you with, one is 
actually very simple: Juggling. 
 
But let me explain... 
 
When your body gets tired your muscle fibers don’t fire like 
should be. They just become sluggish and even though your 
mind knows what it wants to do your body isn’t quite there 
anymore. 
 
This is why the further you get into a game, the people that 
are out of shape tend to lose their soccer touch the quickest. 
 

Question: So how can we assure your touch is 
still as great as it was during the first 5 
minutes of the game? 
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 Answer: By juggling at the end of practice or 
during your warm down! 
 

You see you will learn to overcome that mental state and 
keep your body working overtime so that even though your 
muscles are tired, you are still working on muscle memory. 
 
This will actually train your body to stay responsive and 
keep your touch solid until the last whistle is blown. 
 
Trust me, I don’t see people doing this at all but it will do 
wonders for your game! 
 
15. Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 

  Same as your warm-up routine 
 
Do NOT skip this step! 
 
The purpose of the warm down and stretch is just as 
important as the warm up and stretch. 
 
Let me explain.  
 
You may be sore after some of these workouts from Lactic 
Acid Build-Up in you muscles and that is normal. You may 
use muscles in this training guide that you don’t normally 
train with. 
 
However, we don’t want those aches that last for a few days 
or even up to a week and there are a few simple tips to get 
rid of that. 
 
First is to do some light jogging to warm down and keep the 
blood pumping and begin resting your heart rate.  
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
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Next spend some time going through those same stretches 
you did before. This will push the lactic acid out of your 
muscles and through your system.  
 
Additionally, the warm down stretch is designed to help you 
become more flexible and as you may know now from 
reading this guide, the more flexible your muscles, the 
faster, quicker, lighter, and more agile you will be on the 
field. 
 
A last note is that if you are still sore the next day, which is 
likely, by doing the same workout or a similar workout, it 
drastically pumps through lactic acid build up meaning you 
will most likely be fine the next day. 

 
However, taking a few days off will 
keep the lactic acid soreness in your 
body. So power through it a bit. 
 
Your second workout might not be as 
quick or easy but going through the 
motions will definitely help. 
 

Well congratulations on finishing up the first day of Epic 
Soccer Training’s Workout Guide! 
 
Remember that most people don’t have access to this kind 
of training manual so they aren’t maximizing the time spent 
out on the field training like you are! 
 
So be proud of yourself for accomplishing that and we are 
going to accomplish so much more in the rest of this 
program too so stay with it.  
 
Remember, quitting isn’t an option! 
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Week 1 – Day 3 (Wednesday) 
 

1. Warming Up To Train – 10 minutes  
 
2. Soccer Stretching Exercises – 10 minutes 
 
After these I want us to keep working on those foundational 
skills and getting lots and lots of touches on the ball.  
 
Remember that this is something even the Pro’s constantly 
practice, believe it or not. Whether it be a simple warm up 
or to boost their heart rate. 
 
Just like a pianist has to warm up their fingers before a 
performance by playing scales, the same is true with 
athletes.  
 
We want to get back to where our muscle memory is firing 
off quickly. 
 
Remember that Module 1 is designed to give you a solid 
foundation and learning to do easy and effective touches on 
the ball. 

 
3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

Now that you have been working on those fundamentals, I 
want to mix in some different cone drills so that you are 
getting a different range of motion and getting used to 
different cuts with the ball. 

7.  Soccer Cone Drill – The Pullback Across (3-4 minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drill-the-pullback-across/
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8.  Soccer Cone Drill – Pullback Behind the Leg (3-4 
minutes) 
 
9.  Soccer Cone Drill – 3 Cone Accelerator (3-4 minutes) 

 
 

10. Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes)  

 
 
Hydration is important to you not getting leg cramps so 
make sure you take time to get some water. 
 

 
                               

 Don’t sit down! 
 
Quick Tip When Getting Water: Make sure you are    

standing up and moving around otherwise you will be 
susceptible to giving yourself cramps as your 
muscles tend to relax and your lactic acid starts 
building up quickly. 

 
Next let’s begin working on a couple of new moves you can 
begin implementing into your training program. 
 
 
11. Epic Soccer Move – The Pullback and Turn (2-3 minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drills-pullback-behind-the-leg/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drills-3-cone-accelerator/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-soccer-moves-the-pullback-and-turn/
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12.  Epic Soccer Move – The High Wave (2-3 minutes) 
 
Again, these are more beginner moves but if you’d like to 
learn more advanced moves then by all means check out 
Module 3 and implement which ever ones you’d like to learn 
there.  
 

 
 
������������������������������ 
 
The key isn’t to learn the moves ONLY in this specific order. 
I want you to have an arsenal of moves that you will have 
down pat so that you can pull them out in a split second 
whenever you need them.  
 
So I really do want you to take a look at Module 3 and pick 
out some moves you’d like to learn this week, especially, if 
you are more intermediate or advanced, and put them in 
place here. 
 
������������������������������ 
 
Now I do want us to take some time and teach you some 
basic finishing fundamentals.  
 
Whether you are a beginner or advanced this is probably 
some of the most overlooked part of finishing and why some 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-soccer-moves-the-high-wave/
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people have a lot of trouble when they get around the goal 
mouth. 
 
Like I say in many videos there is a major difference 
between shooting the ball and finishing the ball. 
 

 
 

Shooting vs. Finishing  
(Read This Section!) 

 
So what’s the big difference between these two? Well for 
starters anybody can shoot. You could be the goalie and 
attempt shoot the ball, but that doesn’t mean it will get 
anywhere close to the goal. 
 
Finishing is an Art-form. Finishing is putting the ball into 
the back of the net.  
 
Anytime you pass the reach of the keeper and score a goal, 
that’s not just considered shooting, that’s considered 
finishing. 
 
I was blessed enough to have the #1 Voted High-School 
Coach in the Nation (for ALL SPORTS). 
 
He really explained this to me well and I really do attribute 
the fact that I shattered every school record and even 
scored 59 goals my senior year in high school, to him 
helping me understand the difference between shooting and 
finishing. 
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I’m sure when you start scoring goals you’ll have your name 
in the paper like I did, especially if you are on a Varsity High 
School, or Collegiate team. 
 
But he used to say to me, “Matt it never says in the paper 
how you scored. It only says, Smith - 3 goals.” 
 
I never forgot that analogy as I watched opponents or 
teammates attempt to make amazingly difficult or dazzling 
shots only to duff, whiff, or sky the ball over the goal. 
 
Additionally, I had a coach I played under for a couple 
seasons that played Striker for Manchester United, which 
most of you may know is the world’s leading Soccer League 
- The English Premier League. 
 
He used to constantly hammer home the fact that 65% of all 
goals within the 18 yard box, or penalty box, are placed in 
the goal.  
 
Meaning this: You only have to get the ball around the 
reach of the goalie to finish! So many people get this wrong! 
 
You don’t have to have this dazzling or spectacular goal 
every time. Sure you will have those, but they are few and 
far between. 
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You want to be a scorer, or the best player that you can. 
And it doesn’t matter if you are defense or midfield because 
everybody has opportunities to score. 
 
Roberto Carlos, one of Brazil’s best defensive players to 
date, was known as a scorer! This was partially because he 
had a great shot and took all the free kicks for Brazil’s 
National Team. 
 

 
 
He knew how to finish! And you will too! 
 
So here are a couple drills you can do to begin learning how 
to finish the ball better. 
 
13. Finishing – Across The Body (3-4 minutes) 
 
14. Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 
 
15. Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/finishing-across-the-body/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
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Week 1 – Day 5 (Friday) 
 

On the last day of this week’s training remember to go 
strong and keep at it because you’ll get some rest this 
weekend and let your body rest. 
 
So whether you have been training everyday or every other 
day just keep pushing through and keep working from one 
exercise to the other without too many breaks in between. 
 
Part of the reason why I give you a shorter water break in 
the middle of the training section is because I want you to 
keep your heart rate high but still fluctuating.  
 
This is the best way to start getting in shape for soccer. Too 
many breaks means you won’t tire yourself out too much 
and since soccer is a long game you need to have high 
intensity conditioning! 
 
But you’re doing great and you’re almost done so let’s keep 
going!  
 
1. Warming Up To Train - (10 minutes)  
 
2. Soccer Stretching Exercises - (10 minutes) 
 
We’re starting off this week the same as the last few practices 
because it takes some time to get that foundation but we’ll be 
switching things up soon so don’t worry.  
 
Just keep practicing at game speed and really focus on these 
exercises.  
 
Try to not to be lethargic or go through the motions but focus on 
having great first touches on and around the ball. 

 
3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
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4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

Now we’re going to be moving onto some more different 
cone drills as well to keep mixing it up for your muscles and 
muscle memory.  

You want to make sure to get down and master all the 
various ball movements in soccer and that’s why these help 
so much in a short amount of time. 

7.  Soccer Cone Drill – Pulling the “V” (3-4 minutes) 

8.  Soccer Cone Drill – The Square (3-4 minutes) 
 
Now feel free to take a little break. Gather your breath a bit 
and rehydrate. 
 
9. Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes) 

 
 

Here is where we get to doing a little more moves which is 
some of my favorite part of training and it probably is for 
you too. 

It’s time for some more... 

 

10.  Epic Soccer Move – The Fake Kick (2-3 minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drills-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-cone-drills-the-square/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-soccer-moves-the-fake-kick/
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11.  Epic Soccer Move – Lunges (2-3 minutes) 
 
12.  Finishing – Volleys (3-4 minutes) 
 
13.  Soccer Juggling Basics (spend 5-10 minutes on this) 
 
We haven’t really gone over this yet but I do want to help 
you out with some basics. Some of you are probably familiar 
with this but even if you’re not I do want you to watch this 
video because I have a couple tips for throw ins you may 
have not heard yet. 
 
So make sure to check this out and give it a couple tries 
before we head in for the week.  
 

 
 
14.  Proper Throw-In Techniques (3-4 minutes) 
 
15.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
Well all I can say right now is that if you made it this far 
then... 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-soccer-moves-lunges/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/finishing-volleys/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/proper-throwin-techniques/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
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You made it this far and you should be 
proud of yourself but we still have a 
ways to go! 
 
But for now I want you to get some rest, 
keep stretching so your body doesn’t 

ache as much because we want to get that lactic acid 
through your system as quickly as possible so you’re ready 
for the next week’s training. 
 
You’ve come so far but be ready to go further because it’s 
about to get far more fun now that you have learned all the 
fundamentals and given yourself lots of great touches on the 
ball. 
 
Over the weekend I do want to give you some homework to 
get ahead on. 
 
It doesn’t matter what level you are in your soccer ability 
because I can guarantee there are some great insights to all 
the classroom session videos I teach so make sure you 
watch them. 
 
And since we want to make sure that you are have the 
highest soccer I.Q. on the field I want to make sure that you 
watch these. 
 
So over the weekend or throughout the first week make sure 
you watch these 2 videos this week at some point. 
 

Soccer Classroom Videos - Module 1 
 

1. Epic Soccer Classroom – The Positions 
2. Epic Soccer Classroom – The Rules of 

the Game 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/epic-classroom-the-positions/
Epic%20Soccer%20Classroom%20%E2%80%93%20The%20Rules%20of%20the%20Game
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Module 1 Concluding Thoughts                   

     
 
As a last word I’d like to mention that if you have the time 
and are really dedicated to staying on top of your game and 
getting a great foundation, you may want to do another 
week just like the one you just did. 
 
Never underestimate the power of doing repetition and 
giving your body proper muscle memory.  
 
In the long run trust me it will be worth it! 
 
But for the sake of time and helping you learn some great 
stuff in this course let’s move on to the next week’s training. 
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Module 2 Training – The Cup 
 

 
 

The Cup is the Module where we really start adding some 
cool stuff to your training. 
 
Now that you are understanding the basic foundation and 
building blocks of soccer we want to speed up the other 
areas of your playing too. 
 

This really is the beginning of your Soccer I.Q. 
training, where you will start to understand things 
that only high quality athletes learn from some of 
the best coaches in the world. 

 
I guarantee that if nothing else, having a better 
understanding of soccer is worth the entire course alone. 
While even the best players in the world say soccer is 10% 
physical and 90% mental and that really is true. 
 
Knowing where to be, what to do with the ball, and how the 
flow of play works, can make you look like a seasoned pro. 
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Week 2 – Day 1 (Monday) 
 

Understanding is the key to success!  
 

 
 
Of course, it doesn’t hurt to have those killer moves as well 
that will help you leave opponents in the dust! 
 
But just like any day of training we want to start off with a 
great stretch and great warm up to get your blood pumping 
and your muscles loosened up so we don’t pull anything. 
 
1.  Warming Up To Train - (10 minutes) 
 
2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 
 
3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
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7.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes)  

8.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes)  

After you do the basics let’s get into learning some more moves, 
which is my favorite part of soccer. 

This move is one of my favorites because you can do it almost at 
full speed and any time you can do moves like that you can 
really get around people fast and distance yourself from your 
opponent. 
 
9.  Epic Soccer Move – Double Air Feint (4-5 minutes) 
 
10.  Epic Soccer Move – Behind the Leg Roll (4-5 minutes) 
 

11.  Epic Soccer Move – Reverse Scissors (4-5 minutes) 
 
After you begin learning this I want to help you learn the most 
effective ways of passing the ball. 
 
Again unless you are an intermediate or advanced soccer player 
then odds are there are some great tips for you to watch here so 
make sure you try these out and learn a lot of the tactics that are 
going on so you can teach them to your teammates. 
 
Remember you will have the best soccer I.Q. after you go 
through this course so you want to take a leadership role and 
begin helping out your teammates and bring them up to your 
level. 
 
The next drill is great if you have a teammate or two to help out 
but if not then really you can do these on a wall or if you are like 
me, I found a racquetball court that I could play one touch off of 
which helped a lot with passing drills and one touches. 
 
12.  Partner or Wall Drill – Trapping (4-5 minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-double-air-feint/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-behind-the-leg-roll/
Epic%20Soccer%20Move%20%E2%80%93%20Reverse%20Scissors
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-reverse-scissors/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/partner-or-wall-drill-trapping/
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13.  Bending the Ball Inward (4-5 minutes) 
 
14.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
Great job and remember that this week we’re going to start 
learning some moves that will help you out in any situation all 
over the field. 
 
I want you to spend more time on training to learn new moves 
and add those to your repertoire and working on perfecting 
those. 
 
The idea is that you want to start working on getting these moves 
down so they are second nature. You should be able to recall a 
number of them in a split second. 
 
Everybody has their favorite moves, including me, and you’ll 
learn which moves will work better in certain situations too.  
 
Defenders may find the turning stepover to be the most effective 
move to get out of pressure, whereas a forward may find the 
Cryuff or double scissors to be their best bet to help them get 
spacing to shoot off a clean shot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/bending-the-ball-inward/
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Week 2 – Day 3 (Wednesday) 
 

1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes)  

2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 

Again, we are going to be starting with the basics, but if you 
come up with your own or see some different ball drills you want 
to add into the beginning drills, by all means throw them in!  
 
The reason we do these drills is that you are getting lots of 
touches on the ball; moreover, on all different areas of the ball 
too. 
 
So the side to side drills are going to come in handy when we 
start stacking moves and the top of the ball drills are going to 
help you do the same.  
 
Top of the ball moves are going to be working hand and hand 
with shielding so you will be able to master that rather quickly 
and that will open up so many different variations of moves we 
can begin to utilize. 
 
3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

7.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 

8.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes)  

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
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Here are 3 different moves I want you to begin mastering. 
These again are more intermediate moves to learn too. 
 
Moves are only as good as you make them! 

Meaning: That if you do your moves very lethargic then 
they they probably won’t be very effective. 

This is why you want to sell your moves! I can’t stress this 
enough but learning how to do a single scissors is great, but 
learning how to sell a single scissors so that the defender 
bites and you can easily go around him, is what makes a 
player great. 

Cristiano Ronaldo is considered to currently be one of the 
greatest football players because he is so effective at doing 

moves. 

Question: What makes Cristiano Ronaldo’s 
moves so effective? 
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Answer: He sells the moves better than anyone 
else on the planet! 
 

Getting your whole body into a move can drastically help 
you juke or fake out an opponent. So make sure you really 
sell the moves.  

Take note how in the videos I explain this a bit and how I 
keep my body low and use my arms to fake shots. 
 
9.  Epic Soccer Move – The Double Cut (4-5 minutes) 
 
10. Epic Soccer Move – The Cruyff (4-5 minutes) 
 
11. Epic Soccer Move – The Double Sidestep (4-5 minutes) 
 
Here are a few more drills designed to help you with your 
passing and more of some tactical elements to help you 
understand why passing can make or break your game. 

If you learn to master these elements too not only will your 
teammates enjoy playing with you more but you will be 
helping them avoid turning the ball into trouble as well. 

This will help your team retain possession of the ball more 
so you can begin attacking better. 
 
12. Passing Into Space – Setting Up Your Teammates For 
Success (4-5 minutes) 

13. Bending the Ball Outward (4-5 minutes)  
 
14.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 

 

 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-the-double-cut/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-the-cruyff/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-the-double-sidestep/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/passing-into-space-setting-up-teammates-for-success/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/bending-the-ball-outward/
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Week 2 – Day 5 (Friday) 

 
Just like most of the other training days this week we’re 
going to be adding some more moves and passing 
techniques to your skill-set while also keeping your dynamic 
drills ingrained in your head. 

1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes)  

2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 
 
3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

7.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 

8.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes)  

3 NEW MOVES! 

 

9.  Epic Soccer Move – The Rolling Stepover (4-5 minutes) 
 
10.  Epic Soccer Move – The Stepover Pullthrough (4-5 
minutes) 
 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-the-rolling-stepover/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-the-stepover-pullthrough/
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11.  Epic Soccer Move – The Danny Gay High Wave (4-5 
minutes) 
 
Now that you’ve learned some new moves I want to begin 
teaching you and incorporating more skills like volleying. We 
want to get you comfortable with as many different soccer 
skills as necessary so this is something that most people 
have little concept of how to do correctly. 
 
If you have a partner to help you out then great but again if 
you have a wall that will work too. 
 
If not, then throwing the ball up to yourself and volleying 
into a net will work just fine.  
 
Volleying is all about technique too as you will see in the 
video. 
 
12.  Volleying – Redirecting the Ball In The Air (4-5 minutes) 
 
13.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
That’s it for the second week and going through Module 2: 
The Cup! Congratulations again on your success, which you 
should have learned some great stuff as well. 

However we still have your little classroom sessions which I 
urge you to watch! I cannot stress that enough. 

 
Soccer Classroom Videos - Module 2 

 
1. Epic Soccer Classroom – Supporting & 
Receiving 
 
2. Epic Soccer Classroom – Winning 50/50 Balls 

 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-moves-the-danny-gay-high-wave/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/volleying-redirecting-the-ball-in-the-air/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-classroom-winning-5050-balls/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-2/epic-soccer-classroom-supporting-and-receiving/
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Module 3 Training – The Factory 

 
Let me just start off by saying you made it this far and 
hopefully you’ve been having some fun learning how to play 
soccer and getting all the tools you need to start getting 
better. 

Hopefully, you have learned a lot on the way whether it be 
from some of the explanations in the videos or the 
classroom sessions too. 

But now is where we’re going to start learning some 
awesome new moves that are going to be a bit more 
advanced. 

So I want you to spend some time doing this. 

A lot of what you’ll be doing this week will having the 
dynamic drills again but we’ll be spending more time doing 
new moves and I really want you to keep practicing these. 

The moves in the factory are the ones you would see your 
favorite famous soccer players use throughout their career. 

They are meant to dazzle, wrong-foot, and at times 
embarass your opponent when mastered correctly. 

So take your time learning them! 

 

What I always did was learn slowly. Get the footing down 
and slowly speed up the move from their. 
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One of my motto’s when learning how to play soccer and get 
better at moves that I desperately wanted to master almost 
immediately was. 

Go Slow To Go Fast! 
So what do I mean by that exactly? 

It means that to master something you want to start by 
figuring out where your body needs to be in relation to the 
ball.  

Going too fast too quickly will completely frustrate you. 
Trust me on this one! 

Take your time. Your body has to start learning new 
maneuvers first that it’s not used to. 

But as you start perfecting all these moves even from 
Module 1 then you’ll start noticing it’ll be much easier to 
learn new moves that you may have even never seen! 
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Week 3 – Day 1 (Monday) 

 

By now you should have this beginner section down pat but 
don’t skip this step. Remember these really are the building 
blocks to getting better. 
 

1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes)  

2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 

3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

7.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 

8.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes)  

 

This is where we are about to get into much better 
moves! 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
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I love the moves I’m about to teach you because these 3 
moves have some much variations.  
 
These are 3 moves that involve the scissors which you 
should may have seen but these moves will get to where 
you can do so many different variations and start stacking 
moves that they become very effective. 
 
Additionally, you can do these moves just about 100% full 
speed as well which means when you throw an effective fake 
like we had talked about earlier then when you make the 
defender take a wrong step, you will be 10 yards past him 
by the time he regains his balance to come after you. 
 

So it’s time to learn some Scissors Moves! 

 

9.  Epic Soccer Move – The Stepover Scissors (5 minutes) 

10. Epic Soccer Move – Single Scissors (5 minutes) 

11. Epic Soccer Move – Double Scissors (5 minutes) 

So as you learn to master these moves you will begin to see 
you begin adding new moves behind them or do a triple 
scissors as well. 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-stepover-scissors/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-single-scissors/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-double-scissors/
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You’ll start seeing how these are easy moves to stack to 
really wrong-foot an opponent. 
 
Again remember to go slow and work your way up to full 
speed as you get more comfortable performing them. 
 
Also begin incorporating them into your small sided games, 
or scrimmages. The reason you do that is to find out the 
limitations of moves. 
 
Practice is a great time to perform moves to see what 
scenarios certain moves work in and because you will have 
been taking the time to practice them and perfect them, you 
should begin to recall them without thinking about it too 
much. 
 
This is the goal for all your moves, whether you be a 
defender, midfielder, or forward. 
 
Before we warm down and stretch I want you to begin 
practicing a few penalty kicks throughout the week so feel 
free to add that before your warm down and stretch. 
 
A great way to get better at penalty kicks is to begin doing 
them at the end of practice as your legs get more and more 
tired.  
 
Remember, that we want to tire ourselves out and then 
work on things like juggling so that our touch is as great in 
the last 5 minutes of a game as it is in the first 5 minutes. 
 
You’ll have games where you go into overtime and you’ll be 
taking penalty kicks. 
 
So now is the perfect time to start practicing these. 
 
12.  Penalty Kicks – How To Beat the Goalkeeper (5 
minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/pks-how-to-beat-the-goalkeeper/
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13.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 

 
Since I have 4 classroom sessions for you in “The Factory” I 
want to break them up a little bit so it’s not too much 
information all at once.  
 
I’m not trying to do information overload so I wanted to 
break these down a little bit for you. 
 

Soccer Classroom Video - Module 3 
 

1. Epic Soccer Classroom – The Offensive 
Mindset 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-classroom-the-offensive-mindset/
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Week 3 – Day 3 (Wednesday) 

 
1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes)  

2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 

3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

7.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 

8.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3 minutes) 

After you do this let’s get back to learning 3 more 
moves add to your bag of tricks, which should be 
filling up by now! 
 

9.  Epic Soccer Move – Turning Stepover (5 minutes) 

10. Epic Soccer Move – Feinting (5 minutes) 
 
11. Epic Soccer Move – The Rainbow (5 minutes 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-turning-stepover/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-feinting/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-the-rainbow/
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The move about is called “The Rainbow” and is one of the 
flashiest moves you will see.  
 
You will barely use it in a game but it is definitely a fun 
move to learn and to try and perfect. 
 
Additionally, it’s a great move to learn if you are pinned in 
the corner of the field and trying to get to goal. 
 
12.  Penalty Kicks – How To Beat the Goalkeeper (5 
minutes) 
 
13.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/pks-how-to-beat-the-goalkeeper/
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Soccer Classroom Video - Module 3 

 
1. Epic Soccer Classroom – The Defensive 
Mindset 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-classroom-the-defensive-mindset/
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Week 3 – Day 5 (Friday) 
 

1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes)  

2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 

3.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Top of the Ball Drill (30 seconds) 

4.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Side To Side (30 seconds) 

5.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the Ball (30 seconds) 

6.  Dynamic Ball Drill – Pulling the “V” (30 seconds) 

7.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 

  

8.  Get Water/Take A Break (2-3  minutes) 
 
These next set of moves are arguably some of my favorites. 
These moves have pizazz, or some serious style to them.  

They are certain to wow the crowd, impress people, but also 
they are hands down incredibly effective. 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-v/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-pulling-the-ball/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drill-side-to-side/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/dynamic-ball-drills-top-of-the-ball-drill/
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While there are many names for this next move, I grew up 
calling it the “Tap & Turn” which was later known and 
perfected by French World Cup Footballer “Zinedine Zidane” 
- Winner of the FIFA world footballer award 3 times and 
helped France defeat Brazil in the 1998 World Cup Final. 

 

9.  Epic Soccer Move – Zidane Tap and Turn (5 minutes) 

This next move was went hand in hand with Brazil’s “One 
Man Show” known as Ronaldinho - Another award-winning 
FIFA Footballer of the year in 2005 as well as European 
Footballer of the Year which he received from his Club Team 
- Barcelona. 
 
Added to his accolades I should add he was the winner of 
the FIFA Golden Boot Award in 2000 as well as FIFA World 
Cup Winner in 2002 for Brazil and in 2004 voted FIFA World 
Player of the Year - the highest personal achievement a 
player can receive. 
 
You’ll see more of his feints in the following Bonus Module 
but here is a basic concept you must master to get the rest 
down. 
 
10. Epic Soccer Move – Roll Reversal (5 minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-zidane-tap-and-turn/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-roll-reversal/
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The following move is known throughout Europe and is a 
great as well as effective move, especially if you are outside 
on the wing and taking on an opponent. 
 
11. Epic Soccer Move – Behind the Leg Cut (5 minutes) 
 
12.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 

Soccer Classroom Videos - Module 3 
 

1. Epic Soccer Classroom – Controlling the 
Midfield 
 
2. Epic Soccer Classroom – Team Formations 

 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-moves-behind-the-leg-cut/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-classroom-controlling-the-midfield/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-3/epic-soccer-classroom-team-formations/
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Module 4 Training 

 
- The Vault - 

 

 
 
Hey Guys and welcome to “The Vault”!  
 
This is hands down my favorite Module because we are 
going to be teaching you all the stuff the Pro’s know and 
where we are going to add some serious flare to your game. 
 
Part of the reasons why we went through this workbook was 
to get to this point where you are learning moves and 
learning some other awesome tricks that you won’t learn 
anywhere else and will never see broken down like this 
before. 
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Some of these moves might drastically cause 
your opponents to look ridiculous and at times 
make you look like you’re light years ahead of 
everyone on the field. 
 

Now let me say this with a word of warning these are the 
moves that are used by some of the top players in the world 
and I’ll help you learn them. 
 
But they WILL TAKE WORK and they WILL TAKE PRACTICE! 
 
As you know by now staying consistent and practicing is 
really the key to success not only to becoming that amazing 
soccer player you want to be but just being successful at 
anything in life. 
 
But these moves for me were fun to learn because they 
really “Wow!” people on a consistent basis.  
 
So make sure you practice these on your own, get the 
footing down, then take the and try them out in 
scrimmages, small sided games, and then eventually use 
them in games. 
 
This module is all about really learning to do moves and I 
want you to start beginning to teach yourself how to train. 
 
I’ve showed you the dymanic ball touches, passing 
techniques, dribbling drills, beginner, intermediate & even 
some advanced moves. 
 
You’ve learned bending and curving techniques to practice 
and even drastically boosted your soccer I.Q. by learning 
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spacing and supporting techniques to help you get the ball 
and help your teammates out. 
 
You’ve learned proper attacking skills, how to help control 
the midfield, and even the importance of rotating defenders 
to help cover transitional attacks. 
 
You’ve learned both basic foundation skills like the 
importance of understanding and mastering your first touch. 
You’ve learned how to take the perfect penalty kick in a 
game. 
 
When you go through the Nutrition Guide you will also learn 
how to hydrate properly and the best foods to give you the 
most energy before a game or tournament. 
 
You’ve learned fitness whether you realize it or not because 
all this interval training and moving from one drill to the 
other with minimal rest is getting you in game shape -- And 
we haven’t even looked at the Fitness Guide yet! 
 
So look at how far you have come in just 3 short weeks! 
Even if you had to take a break and come back to it, you’ll 
be so far ahead of where you were it’ll blow your mind.  
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Because all the knowledge you are getting in this course is 
going to help you become a drastically better and game 
changing player if you keep up the training. 
 
So this week I really want to help you focus on learning and 
going over those new moves. 
 
Of course, I would recommend you doing the dymanic touch 
drills and adding some more bending and chipping exercises, 
or even dribbling routines, but for this week I want you to 
watch and begin to see the amazing things you can do once 
you master your touch on the ball. 
 
Ok, so with that disclaimer I want to get started and 
basically just take you through the videos that are in this 
module. 
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Week 4 – Day 1 (Monday) 
 
Of course, even though I won’t be putting in the dynamic 
balls drills that you should be doing here, I had to put in the 
warm up and stretch because you need to be doing that 
every time you play. 
 
1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes) 

2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 

Also I want to add this this next stuff and I’ll explain why. 
 
3.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 
 
Some of the next moves you will be learning require your 
muscles to be very quick and reactive. Juggling beforehand 
and really help you warm up your body and muscle twitch 
fibers to fire off quickly rather than more slowly. 
 
This is why it makes for a great warm-up here before you 
start learning some more difficult moves. 
 
Now for the good stuff... 
 

 
 
By now you have learned to do some great beginner and 
intermediate feints which you know where coined by Brazil’s 
own Ronaldinho. 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
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But here is a move you may have seen a few times that just 
has the ability to turn a defender around or look like a 
complete fool. 
 
Remember these are not beginner moves so they will take 
practice. As always start slow and begin working your way 
up faster and faster until you can do them game speed. 
 
If you mess up that’s fine, just keep practicing and add them 
into your warm ups too on other days where you’re training. 
 
4.  Epic Soccer Move – The Ronaldinho Feint (5-10 minutes) 
 
The next move is another one really coined by Ronaldinho 
which is why I put these together but I absolutely love this 
move. 
 
Now with that being said this is not a move you can do at 
full speed, but if you work your way up to doing it while 
jogging slowly it can be super effective! 
 
5.  Epic Soccer Move – The Elastico (5-10 minutes) 
 
Stack moves are something you have probably heard me 
talk about throughout the course and that is simply what it 
sounds like. When you stack moves together you begin 
putting move like a shield into and double scissors and they 
become far more difficult to defend. 
 
The only quick word of warning I would say with stack 
moves is don’t overdue it! 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-moves-ronaldinho-feint/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-moves-the-elastico/
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When you see the defender is already wrong-footed then get 
around him. You don’t need to keep stacking moves and 
giving him the chance to regain balance and defend you 
again. 
 
Once you wrongfoot a defender, explode into space with the 
ball and leave him in the dust! 
 
This series of stack moves was done by Cristiano Ronaldo 
and I think he is the world’s leader at stacking moves like 
this because he has incredible footwork - he’s got fancy 
footwork to say the least.  
 
6.  Epic Soccer Move – Stack Moves (5-10 minutes) 
 
This next move I absolutely love doing and it is one you can 
learn and incorporate rather quickly.  
 
Unlike all the other moves in the vault that require lots and 
lots of practice this one can be learned extremely fast and 
implemented right away and I thought that was important to 
put in this first week’s training. 
 
7.  Epic Soccer Move – The Fake Pass (5-10 minutes) 
 
Ok so now that you have learned to do some great moves to 
take your soccer playing to the next level, keep practicing 
them! 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-moves-ronaldo-stack-moves/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-moves-the-fake-pass/
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We’re going to be getting into a lot more moves and tricks 
throughout the week as well so just keep at it! 
 
8.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
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Week 4 – Day 3 (Wednesday) 
 

1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes) 
 
2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 
 
3.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 
 
Now that you’ve had your proper warm up and are ready to 
go back into the vault for a second time, hopefully you 
enjoyed the first set of moves and are starting to get a grip 
on them a little bit. 

 
Remember that when learning to do anything 
right, it takes lots of time and lots of practice 
before you can begin to master it. So be patient. 
 

This next video you’ll learn where I actually discovered this, 
which was from one of my professional teammates who 
played for the Miami Fusion and was an amazing footballer. 
 
Even for me when I saw this move I thought it was hands 
down one of the most amazing moves I have ever seen and 
when you can get it down it looks so amazing and so quick 
that it’ll blow people’s minds. 
 
After doing this move people are going to undoubtedly ask 
you this one question... 
 

How’d you do that!?! 
 

And one of the best things will be teaching people or your 
teammates who want to learn to get better just like you did. 
 
But you will already have that move down much better than 
they will. So check out one of my favorite moves that I can 
guarantee this is not taught anywhere on the web. 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
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4.  Epic Soccer Move – The Supercharged Rainbow (5-10 
minutes) 
 
This next move I love doing because it has some serious 
style. If we were ever winning against our rivals at the end 
of the game I would always pull this move out just to really 
make them mad and show them how easily I could mess 
with them. 
 
This is something you can learn to do and really it does 
actually have some practical use to it. 
 
Some people have said you will never use this but I can 
assure you that few times in my career I actually had to 
employ this technique because either my other leg cramped 
up or my legs weren’t in the right place where I could get a 
great hit on the ball. 
 

 
 

But it really is more of a flare pass that people will be 
amazed at, especially when you learn to put some great 
strength behind your pass and master the technique too. 
 
5.  Epic Soccer Move – Behind the Leg Pass (5-10 minutes) 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-moves-the-supercharged-rainbow/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/the-vault/behind-the-leg-pass/
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Lastly, is the goal that every soccer player aspires to score 
on and that is the Bicycle Kick goal. I mean just look how 
incredible this pic is. Imagine scoring a goal while doing this 
and everyone is watching.  
 

 
 

I really can’t say enough about bicycle kicks but once you 
watch the video you’ll get a better understanding of how to 
practice them until you get the form down so the landing 
won’t hurt. 

 
6.  Epic Soccer Move – The Bicycle Kick (5-10 minutes) 

7.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/the-vault/the-bicycle-kick/
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Week 4 – Day 5 (Friday) 
 
1.  Warming Up To Train – (10 minutes) 
 

 By now you probably realize how serious 
I am that warming up and stretching is 
so important.  
 
Especially coming from a family of track 
star athletes, I always to this hammered 
into my brain about how important this 
is. 

 
It wasn’t until after a series of injuries that I realized how 
easy it is to prevent injuries and just how much of a pain 
they are to rehab. 
 
Injuries will happen but do what you can to prevent and 
rehab! Take the initiative. 
 
2.  Soccer Stretching Exercises – (10 minutes) 
 
Also it doesn’t matter what level you are at. Stretching is 
important and in fact the older you get the more you need 
to focus on stretching to keep your muscles more loose. 
 

 
 
The younger you are the more naturally stretchy your 
muscles and muscle fibers are but you can never be too 
cautious. 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-stretching-exercises/
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And look if David Beckham and the other greatest pro’s take 
a lot of time to stretch and warm up properly before a game 
or practice, then you should as well. 
 

 
 
3.  Soccer Juggling Basics (5-10 minutes) 
 
Keep working on juggling here throughout your soccer 
career. It’s not only fun but a lot of the movements in 
juggling will teach you how to create new moves that will be 
your own or to stack different moves. 
 
Using your imagination is something that even the best 
soccer players do so well and if you can learn to create your 
own moves you will be able to perfect what no one else 
knows yet.  
 
Think of the advantage the first time the single scissors was 
used, or a bicycle kick. It had to blow people’s minds. So be 
creative on the soccer pitch every time you step out there. 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/soccer-juggling-basics/
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So now that you’ve been practicing juggling and I’m sure I’ll 
be teaching you a lot of really cool tricks too and I’ll always 
add stuff to this course as well, you’ll learn more tricks like 
this and even ones you probably haven’t even seen yet. 
 
But that brings us to the next set of moves which are the 
Epic Soccer Training Vault “Passes.” 
 
I love these because soccer is a huge part of playing the 
game and being able to be a great passer is something that 
takes a lot of talent. 
 
Great passers in soccer know how to “weight” a pass 
properly. Meaning they know that they need to put some 
pace on the ball if they are trying to sneak it through some 
defenders, or they need to put a chip with some nice 
backspin to drop the ball over the sweeper and make sure it 
doesn’t roll out to the keeper. 
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Well here are some great passes to help you out of certain 
situations and also show off some great skills. 
 
I will tell you that I used all these passes quite often 
because they are not really used that much in average play. 
 
So they really have the ability to keep the defenders 
wondering what you are going to do with the ball. And the 
thing I really love is the fact that they are not ready for any 
of these passes so you can use them in tight spaces because 
they won’t be anticipating passes like they normally may. 
 
These are NOT telegraphed passes, meaning the defender 
will not be expecting them and therefore can’t try to steal 
them. 
 
In fact, your own teammates might even be shocked when 
the ball goes straight to their foot too! 

 
4.  The Double Pass (5-10 minutes) 

5.  The Heel Pass (5-10 minutes) 

Let me just say out of all these passes I had to save my 
favorite pass until the very end. 
 
The reason why I love this pass so much is that it is actually 
quite easier than you may think but it really fakes a 
defender at. 
 
You see most of the time we follow where our opponents are 
looking and so by learning to do this pass, you get that 
defender taking a quick step in the wrong direction, shifting 
his entire body weight, and it makes you look like a pro. 
 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/the-vault/the-double-pass/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/the-vault/the-heel-pass/
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This is something you have to learn, you have to master, 
and you have to use all the time, because it is slick. Then 
when people ask you where you learned it you can say, 
“Epic Soccer Training!” 
 
But I think you will be surprised at how much this really 
creates a split second fake in the defender that drives them 
crazy. 
 
I had opponents come up to me and tell me they hated 
trying to figure out what I was doing with the ball because 
they didn’t know how to anticipate anything I was doing. 
 
6.  The No Look Pass (5-10 minutes) 
 
I hope you enjoyed that one so make sure you go out there 
and get that one down and use it right away. 
 
7.  Warm Down & Stretch (5-10 minutes) 
 
Ok make sure you get a great warm down and then scroll 
down because I have some more thoughts to share with 
you. 

http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/epic-soccer-training-module-1/warming-up-to-train/
http://www.soccertraining.net/epic-soccer/the-vault/the-no-look-pass/
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Concluding Thoughts 
 

Well first off let me give you a Big High-Five and a HUGE  
 

 
 

You finished the workbook and that is a great achievement 
in itself! 
 
You should be very proud of yourself because most people 
will not make it this far and that means you have great 
determination to truly improve your soccer skills and ability. 
 
That’s what it takes to get better and if you look back at 
where you started it’s been quite a journey but I can 
guarantee you are far better off now and have a much 
higher soccer I.Q. too.  
 
I really cannot say Great Job enough!  
 
Even as I’m writing this I’m picturing those of you that have 
spent countless hours outside, sweating, and even when you 
were tired and wanted to quit, you stayed with it! 
 
And that brings a big smile to my face and it’ll go far not 
only in your success on the soccer field but in life as well. 
Keep up that attitude and you can really go far. 
 
So keep up the great work and if you feel like you want to 
mix up your training and keep going then by all means, keep 
training! 
 
But it shouldn’t stop there for you.  
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I know sometimes you get done with a course and you have 
this great feeling of accomplishment but then this little void 
or confusion because you have no idea what to do next 
right? 
I know that happens to me every time. I sit there scratching 
my head just wondering, What’s next?”  
 

 
 

You put all this effort into learning something or 
accomplishing what you need to do and then you feel left 
alone without knowing your next steps are. 

 
Well maybe right now you feel like this... 
 
But the good news is that I won’t let you 
stay that way!  
 
Because I want to give you the next steps 

you need and the compass to get to the next level of your 
playing as well. Like I said, I’m your coach and trainer and 
I’m here to stay and help you through anything and 
everything you need. 
 
I want to give you the best possible road for success still. 
 
Remember that you still have access to the not only the 
Fitness Guide that I wrote, but also the Nutrition Guide. 
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These are two great things that you definitely want to take a 
look at to not only make sure you are in the best shape out 
of anybody on the field, but to ensure that your diet isn’t 
leaving you sluggish, or having trouble with cramps during 
an important game. 
 
Just like this Epic Soccer Training Workbook, I took time to 
develop those as well so make sure you utilize those when 
you can as well as the other bonuses too. 

 

 

There is one other secret weapon in my arsenal that I didn’t 
tell many people about but it drastically helped me to 
become an All-American High School & College Athlete, as 
well as eventually signing those contracts to play 
professional soccer. 
 
I know some of you already took me up on this offer when 
you originally made the great decision to get Epic Soccer 
Training and take your soccer ability to the next level. 
 
But there is one more thing I want to tell you about and only 
those who trained with me throughout my career knew and 
saw why this was so important to utilize. 
 
Many people fail to make this mistake and in fact many pro’s 
don’t really utilize this either but I was fortunate to have the 
right people in my life and the right resources to make this 
happen. 
 
Most players spend time on only one aspects of soccer and 
that is mastering soccer the ball. 
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But soccer has another half too it that most people don’t 
realize! 
 
You see you only have the ball on average 15 seconds 
during an entire game.  
 
The other part of soccer is getting open, it’s making the right 
runs to get open so your teammates can get you the ball. 
 
So what’s the other area of learning how to play soccer at an 
extremely high level? 
 
Well it’s Speed! 
 
Being faster than anybody out there on the field was what 
made me just that much better than everybody else. 
 
Imagine being able to outrun...EVERYBODY! 
 

 
 

It honestly is quite the unfair advantage for anybody else 
and here’s why. 
 
Soccer is a game of mistakes and being able to recover from 
those mistakes is critical. 
 
I had a teammate growing up with name Durham who was 
not the most skilled player on the team, but guess what: He 
was a starting defender! 
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Why was this? 
 
Because even though he would get beat all the time and he 
continued to develop his soccer skills, he was lightening fast. 
 
And he could recover on defense and just poke the ball away 
from the offense or attacking player. 
 
This was his biggest asset.  
 
And I remember this still to this day because when I when 
through Epic Soccer Training and learned to have better 
touch than anybody, I was still a bit slower than the 
competition because I was smaller than everybody else. 
 
So because I had no control of my height, I decided I would 
learn to control my speed by being faster than every single 
person I played against for the rest of my life. 
 
And guess what? I was! 
 

 
 
In one off-season, I went from being a bench player to not 
only the fastest player in Florida High School Soccer but 
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using my Epic Soccer Training skills I learned too I went on 
to become a 1st Team-All State Florida Soccer Player and 
helped us win our a State Championship against our rivals! 
 
It was the best feeling in the world. And guess what? 
 
The following year I got even faster. 
 
In fact, if you watch American Football at all (the NFL) I 
could run as fast as those wide-receivers that are running 
sprint routs down the field. 
 
In two off seasons, I managed to shave my 40-yard dash 
from 5.33 seconds to 4.33 seconds. I shaved off a full 
second from my 40 yard dash.  
 
Meaning I was running what the fastest athletes were 
running in the world, minus of course the world renown 
track athletes. 
 
And it has NOTHING TO DO WITH GENETICS! 
 
Trust me! 
 
Most people when I was younger said, “You can’t teach 
speed!” You’re either born with it or not! 
 
But the great news is that’s not true at all. I was taught this 
stuff from a Speed Trainer who specialized in American 
Football and we adapted it to Soccer. 
 
After two seasons, I was teaching kids speed training at $40 
per session and getting in shape as well. 
 
If you asked me what the absolute biggest area of 
improvement that helped me to get better as a soccer 
player, I think Speed Training gave me an edge that nobody 
else had.  
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Why is that? Because nobody knows how to train for that! 
 
Which means I had a drastic edge on every single person I 
stepped onto the field with. And they didn’t even know it! 
 
What if I told you that you could have that same edge 
that I did over your competition?  
 

 
  
Well the great news is that today you can! 
 
Because I spent months years going through this type of 
training. 
 
And I talked to some of the best speed trainers in Florida to 
get the best tips, tricks, and exercises to do along with my 
own personal speed trainer that helped me become a 
drastically improved All-American, Florida Player of the Year 
and professional soccer player as well. 
 
So with the help of all these people, I created a brand new 
training course to help you learn how to become the fastest 
player on the field and blow past your opponents just like I 
did! 
 
And it is called... 
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And this program goes right along with the Epic Soccer 
Training System too so you can be working on both your 
soccer touch and your soccer speed at the same time! 
 
You are going to be a double threat and literally turn 
people’s heads because not only are you going to have 
amazing moves now to work on but you will blow by people 
so fast that they won’t know what hit them. 
 
I can guarantee if you go through Epic Soccer Training and 
Epic Speed Training that you will be that game changing 
player you always wanted to be. 
 
Not only that you won’t need to work on fitness because 
Epic Speed Training will get you in shape like you wouldn’t 
believe! 
 
After going through these programs, 3 of my other  
teammates also because All-State Soccer Players the 
following season as well and people were shocked at how 
much they had improved. 
 
So if you want to take your playing to the next level then I 
whole-heartedly recommend you get your hands on Epic 
Speed Training right now. 
 
This is something I’m offering just Epic Soccer Training 
Member’s only so you will be able to take your soccer to a 
completely new level then you probably had even imagined. 
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So if you really are serious about improvements and since 
you’ve made it this far you are halfway there to reaching 
your all your potential goals...just go a little further. 
 
All the success can be yours. Remember... 

 

 
 

So don’t wait for your dreams to come to you. Every 
professional athlete and I had one thing in common. We all 
went after our dreams! 
 
Think of what you want to accomplish right now and create 
that picture in your mind. 
 
If you continue taking action like you did with Epic Soccer 
Training and adding Epic Speed Training you will be giving 
yourself the best opportunity to succeed possible! 
 
And again, just like this course I’ll be helping you every step 
of the way to succeed!  
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So make sure you check out: 

 

And thank you so much for trusting me to help be your 
coach and trainer. I had a blast writing this course and am 
always going to be adding new stuff to help you improve. 
 
I’ll see you on the other side! 
 

 
Matt Smith 
Founder Epic Soccer Training / Epic Speed Training 


